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Assessment Criteriu Scale Comments

Introduction is well written. brief,
interesting, and compelling. It

motivates the work and provides a

clear statement of the examined
issue. It presents and overview of
the thesis.

Outstanding
Very good{
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

final cornments down the Page

2. The thesis shows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the

subject matter thror,rgh the

background/review of literature.
The author presents information
from a variety of quality electronic
and print sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the

thesis or problem. Prirnary sources
are included (if appropriate).

Outstanding
Very good{
Acceptable
Somewhat cleficient
Very deficient

see final comments down the Page

3. The author careťully analyzed tl, e

irrformation collected and drew
appropriate and inventive
conclusions supported by evidence.
Ideas are richly supported with
accllrate details that develop the

mairr point. The author's voice is
evident.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient{
Very deficient

see final comments down the Page

4. The thesis displays critical thinking
and avoids simplistic description or
sllmmary of information.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable {
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

see final comments down the Page

5. Conclusion effectively restates the

argument. It summarizes the main
findings and follows logically from
the analysis presented.

Or-rtstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient{
Verv cleficient

see final comments down the Page
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6. The text is organized in a logical
manner. It flows natr-rrallY and is

easy to follow. Transitions,
summaries and conclusions exist as

appropriate. The author uses

standard spelling, gratnmar, and
punctuation.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable {
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

final comments down the Page

7. The language use is precise. The
student makes Proficient use of
language in a waY that is
appropriate for the discipline and/or

genre in which the student is
writing.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient{
Very deficient

final comments down the Page

8. The thesis meets the general
requirements (forrnatting, chapters,

length, division into sections, etc.)'
References are cited properly within
the text and a comPlete reference
list is provided.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable {
Sornewhat deficient
Very deficient

final comments down the Page

ea1swithaverypracticalissue-iffocusesonthemistakesof
Czechspeakers in the pronunciation of English. Next to this, it aims at analyzingmost frequent

mistakes and getting information about sufficient theoretical knowledge of English pronunciation

Czech students of English get from their teachers.

In the theoretical part the author provides a very detailed description ofthe pronunciation of

all English phonemes with reference to the existence or non-existence of their Czech counterparts'

The fjlowing chapter then provides the actual analysis of the oral perfonnances of 11 Czech speakers

of English. Unfortunately the author was not able to rnake full use of all the aspects of pronunciation

mentioned in the theoreiical description; and the analysis shows only the most obvious mistakes in the

pronunciation with little or no attention to such aspects of pronunciation as aspiration, dark /1/' . " Thus

it p.ou.. to be rather superficial and simplistic. And this is, of course, the problem of the conclusions,

*6i"1r can only be desciibed as simplistic (the parl providing the results of individual analyses is

rnissing compietely). orr tlre otlrer ňand, I appreciate the information about the background of learning

pronunciation by the individual Czech speakers.

From the formal point of view, the work is at a good level, the language is at an acceptable

level, from the point of view of the contents, as mentioned above, it is rather simplistic in some parts'

Nevertheless, if can be considered as an acceptable piece of academic writing' (sr"rggested evaluation:

"dobře''
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